
What do you know about 

copyright?

Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988
The law gives the creators of literary, dramatic, musical, artistic works, 
sound recordings, broadcasts, films and typographical arrangement of 
published editions, rights to control the ways in which their material 
may be used. 

It is an offence to perform any of the following acts without the consent 
of the owner:

•Copy the work.

•Rent, lend or issue copies of the work to the public.

•Perform, broadcast or show the work in public.

•Adapt the work.

http://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/p01_uk_copyright_law

http://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/p01_uk_copyright_law


In the next few slides, you are going 

to think about what it means to own 

something online. How can we 

respect other people’s creations and 

content online?



Scenario 1
Michelle is a photographer. She can pursue her
interest because she receives a small amount of
money from a website where she sells some of her
photos. The website clearly shows that the photos
belong to her and all her photographs have the

copyright symbol under them.

Phil is looking for images to use in a play at school. He

finds a perfect image on Michelle’s site. What should he do

next?

Phil should email Michelle to see if you could release the

photo free of charge for the school play.



Scenario 2

Framer5 are a relatively new band. Their dream is to work
on their music full time. Some of their tracks are available to
download from iTunes.

Jay has downloaded the Framer5 tracks. He then uploads 

the music and shares it through a filesharing service (peer 

to peer). Is this fair use of this content? Does it respect the 

copyright of this music?

Jay has done the right thing in paying for the music as it is a

great way to support the band. But it is a bad decision in

uploading them to a filesharing service. Why?



Sahra is doing a presentation on Elizabeth the First and is
looking for images to make her presentation more
interesting. She goes to Wikipedia and finds this image:

When she clicks on this image, she finds this information.
Can she use the image in her presentation?

Scenario 3

Sahra is able to use the image as it is not subject to

copyright laws.

How reliable is Wikipedia as a source of information?

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/54/Autograph_of_Elizabeth_I_of_England.svg


Scenario 4
Hannah is searching the internet for useful images. 

She does an image search and finds some she 
would like to use. Hannah looks on the website 

and can see the owner’s email address.

What should her next steps be to avoid breaking 
copyright law?

Hannah should email the owner and ask for 

permission to use the images.

What if there was no contact information? 



Scenario 5
Sal is searching for some music to accompany an art 

installation she has created.

She searches online and finds a track she really likes. Sal 
wants to make sure she is not infringing copyright law. This 

message is attached to the webpage – can Sal use the 
music?

The creator is happy 

for the public to copy, 

distribute and 

advertise the piece of 

music as long as the 

publisher credits the 

creator. 



Top tips for following the Copyright 

Law 
• What do you need to know 

about copyright?

• Create a poster that displays 

your top tips to follow the 

copyright law

Must Include:

• Copyright definition

• Importance of copyright 

• Top tips for following the law 
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